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WhoWho participatedparticipated??

2 Categories of participants:2 Categories of participants:

……13 Schools13 Schools andand
……51 Individuals51 Individuals
…427+ Households…427+ Households

took part in thetook part in the Power Count Challenge 2012Power Count Challenge 2012..

Did you take partDid you take part????
If yes and details not shared please send



AUPS Podavur School conducted a survey of more than 430 
households in order to commit the community to save energy.



Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan's Public School took up several 
activities to create awareness among the society:

Developing a Banner

Running a Workshop

Distributing Pamphlets

Conducting a Rally



How much electricity did they How much electricity did they 
save?save?

13 schools* and 51 individuals together saved 13 schools* and 51 individuals together saved 11202 units11202 units of of 
electricity in electricity in only 2 month.only 2 month.

Schools saved 10468 units in totalSchools saved 10468 units in total
Individuals saved 734 units in totalIndividuals saved 734 units in total

This is equal to the average amount of energy that a lignite This is equal to the average amount of energy that a lignite 
250MW250MW power plantpower plant generates in approximately generates in approximately 1.5 1.5 
hourshours!!****
* * AkalAkal Academy Academy BaruBaru Sahib saved 25959 units on their campus in April 2012. But thisSahib saved 25959 units on their campus in April 2012. But this cannot be included in the competition cannot be included in the competition 
as only the months as only the months JuliJuli/ August 2012 or September/ October 2012 have been fixed for it./ August 2012 or September/ October 2012 have been fixed for it.
**According to **According to BaringsarBaringsar Lignite plant production in 2011Lignite plant production in 2011--2012. 2012. Source:CentralSource:Central Electricity Authority, Operation Performance Electricity Authority, Operation Performance 
Monitoring Division, No.CEA/OPM/PPI/6/1/2011, 13.04.2012Monitoring Division, No.CEA/OPM/PPI/6/1/2011, 13.04.2012



A Calculation…A Calculation…
There are almost There are almost 2 lakh2 lakh schools in India being part of the schools in India being part of the 
Paryavaran Mitra ProgrammeParyavaran Mitra Programme. Imagine if they all participate!. Imagine if they all participate!

If 12 schools can save around 10468 units (average: 872 If 12 schools can save around 10468 units (average: 872 
units), 2 lakh of schools might be able to save 1745 lakh units units), 2 lakh of schools might be able to save 1745 lakh units 
of electricity of electricity (Supposing we have a representative sample of schools).(Supposing we have a representative sample of schools).

If a lignite 250MW power plant generated 2 If a lignite 250MW power plant generated 2 lakhslakhs units a units a 
day*, the schools would be able to save as much energy in day*, the schools would be able to save as much energy in 
only 60 daysonly 60 days as such a power plant generates in as such a power plant generates in 

approximately approximately 872 days872 days!!



Another Calculation…Another Calculation…

There are about There are about 17 lakh schools in 17 lakh schools in 
IndiaIndia! Now we suppose all of them took ! Now we suppose all of them took 
part:part:

They might have been able to save as much They might have been able to save as much 
energy in energy in only 60 daysonly 60 days as a 250MW power as a 250MW power 

plant generates in more than plant generates in more than 2020 yearsyears!!



HowHow did they save did they save 
electricity?electricity?

The reports of individuals and schools showed The reports of individuals and schools showed 
that just that just simple changessimple changes are sufficient to save are sufficient to save 
energy effectivelyenergy effectively::
1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with 1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFL CFL –– lampslamps will save a will save a 

substantial amount of energy and moneysubstantial amount of energy and money!!
2. Reflect your habits2. Reflect your habits!! The general rule: Switch off all electric devices The general rule: Switch off all electric devices 

whenever you do not use themwhenever you do not use them (For many more ideas see the “how do I save”(For many more ideas see the “how do I save”--sheet.)sheet.)..

3. But make it concrete3. But make it concrete!! Brake your ideas down to simple rules. Brake your ideas down to simple rules. 
For example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breakFor example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breaks”.s”.

4. Conduct an 4. Conduct an electricity auditelectricity audit! ! It will help you to figure out, where It will help you to figure out, where 
you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the most.you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the most.



HowHow did they save did they save 
electricity?electricity?

Replacements of incandescent bulbs to CFL-Lamps 
in Karmapara School High School.



Energy efficiency of CFLEnergy efficiency of CFL--
lamps*lamps*

*http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compact_fluorescent_lamp



HowHow did they save did they save 
electricity?electricity?

The reports of individuals and schools showed The reports of individuals and schools showed 
that just that just simple changessimple changes are sufficient to save are sufficient to save 
energy effectivelyenergy effectively::
1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFL 1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFL –– lamps will save a lamps will save a 

substantial amount of energy and moneysubstantial amount of energy and money!!
2. Reflect your 2. Reflect your habitshabits!! The general rule: Switch off all electric The general rule: Switch off all electric 

devices whenever you do not use themdevices whenever you do not use them (For many more ideas see the (For many more ideas see the 
“how do I save”“how do I save”--sheet.)sheet.)..

3. But make it 3. But make it concreteconcrete!! Break your ideas down to Break your ideas down to simple rulessimple rules. . 
For example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breakFor example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breaks”.s”.

4. Conduct an 4. Conduct an electricity auditelectricity audit! ! It will help you to figure out, where It will help you to figure out, where 
you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the most.you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the most.



The power of habits: The power of habits: 
Example 1Example 1

Vishnu Vishnu SisirSisir DuggiralaDuggirala was able to reduce the electricity Bill in his was able to reduce the electricity Bill in his 
household by household by 26%. 26%. 

He He did not change any appliancedid not change any appliance during the whole period during the whole period 
(except the compressor of the refrigerator)!(except the compressor of the refrigerator)!

He and his family just He and his family just modifiedmodified their habitstheir habits of using electricity of using electricity 
in order to save. in order to save. 

All family members sitting in same room. All family members sitting in same room. 
Removing inactive plugs from socket.Removing inactive plugs from socket.
Using laptop instead of desktop.Using laptop instead of desktop.
Conscious efforts to switch off Lights and fans etc. when not reConscious efforts to switch off Lights and fans etc. when not requiredquired..
……



The power of habits: The power of habits: 
Example 2Example 2

ShrikantShrikant Sharma was able to reduce his electricity bill by Sharma was able to reduce his electricity bill by 8.3% 8.3% in July/ in July/ 
August and byAugust and by 18% 18% in September/ October.in September/ October.

His strategy was also based on His strategy was also based on changes in habitschanges in habits. Some of his . Some of his 
implemented changes were:implemented changes were:

Spending time in the same room and hence using only one fan and Spending time in the same room and hence using only one fan and light.light.
Switching off all switches and unused light and fan.Switching off all switches and unused light and fan.
Putting TV on mute when advertisement is going on.Putting TV on mute when advertisement is going on.
……

These are examples how These are examples how simple changessimple changes in our behavior in our behavior 
without any costly investment havewithout any costly investment have a big effecta big effect on saving on saving 
energy (and money).energy (and money).



HowHow did they save did they save 
electricity?electricity?

The reports of individuals and schools showed The reports of individuals and schools showed 
that just that just simple changessimple changes are sufficient to save are sufficient to save 
energy effectivelyenergy effectively::
1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFL 1. Replacing all incandescent bulbs with CFL –– lamps will save a lamps will save a 

substantial amount of energy and moneysubstantial amount of energy and money!!
2. Reflect your habits2. Reflect your habits!! The general rule: Switch off all electric devices The general rule: Switch off all electric devices 

whenever you do not use themwhenever you do not use them (For many more ideas see the “how do I save”(For many more ideas see the “how do I save”--sheet.)sheet.)..

3. But make it concrete3. But make it concrete!! Break your ideas down to simple rules. Break your ideas down to simple rules. 
For example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breakFor example: “Switch off all lights and fans during Tiffin breakss”.”.

4. Conduct an 4. Conduct an electricity auditelectricity audit! ! It will help you to figure out, It will help you to figure out, 
where you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the where you consume a lot and, thus, where you can save the 
most (most (Check the factCheck the fact--sheet for a guidance through the proceduresheet for a guidance through the procedure).).



HowHow did they save electricitydid they save electricity

Students of G.D. Salwan Public School conducted an electricity audit

Check the fact-sheet for a guidance through the procedure!



A conclusion…A conclusion…

1. All1. All participants proved a considerable participants proved a considerable 
reduction of their electricity bill!reduction of their electricity bill!

This shows clearly that This shows clearly that each and every one of each and every one of 
usus can make a changecan make a change!!
In Addition, many participants were easily able to In Addition, many participants were easily able to 
maintain or even extendmaintain or even extend the energy reduction the energy reduction 
for the months after the initial reduction.for the months after the initial reduction.

2. 2. Simple ChangesSimple Changes are sufficient to achieve are sufficient to achieve 
this.this.



Winners of School Winners of School 
CategoryCategory

58.3%58.3%MandalaMandala
ParishadParishad Primary Primary 
SchoolSchool (Andhra (Andhra 
Pradesh)Pradesh)

33rdrd

Behavioral changesBehavioral changes: reduced usage : reduced usage 
of fans and lights (compensation of fans and lights (compensation 
through opened windows); reduced through opened windows); reduced 
usage of Computer; usage of Computer; 
Changes in appliancesChanges in appliances: switch : switch 
boards + appliances were repaired; boards + appliances were repaired; 
replacement of lights  to CFL lamps; replacement of lights  to CFL lamps; 
installation of solar charged light in installation of solar charged light in 
officer room;officer room;

61.1%61.1%ZillaZilla ParishadParishad
High SchoolHigh School
(Andhra (Andhra 
Pradesh)Pradesh)

22ndnd

Water of a natural streamWater of a natural stream has has 
been tapped and distributed for been tapped and distributed for 
drinking, cooking and other drinking, cooking and other 
household purposes as well as for household purposes as well as for 
the irrigation and beautification of the irrigation and beautification of 
the campus.the campus.

90.1 %90.1 %JawaharJawahar Navodaya Navodaya 
VidyalayaVidyalaya ((KeralaKerala))11stst

StrategyStrategySavingSavingNameNamePlacePlace



Winners of Individual Winners of Individual 
CategoryCategory

39%39%RoopasreeRoopasree
((KeralaKerala))33rdrd

40%40%SajaySajay ((KeralaKerala))22ndnd

43%43%VidyaVidya N.N.(Kerala(Kerala))11stst

SavingSavingNameNamePlacePlace



ListList of Participants*:of Participants*:
SchoolsSchools

AkalAkal Academy Academy BaruBaru SahibSahib
AUPS AUPS PodavurPodavur SchoolSchool
BharatiyaBharatiya VidyaVidya Bhavan’sBhavan’s
Public School Public School 
MPP SchoolMPP School
D.A.V Public schoolD.A.V Public school
G.G. G.G. SalwanSalwan publicpublic
Govt. Secondary School Govt. Secondary School 
RongRong
JawaharJawahar Navodaya Navodaya 
VidyalayaVidyalaya WynadWynad
KamarpaKamarpa High SchoolHigh School
Lancers Convent SchoolLancers Convent School
MandalaMandala ParishadParishad Primary Primary 
SchoolSchool
SingareniSingareni Collieries High Collieries High 
schoolschool
ZillaZilla ParishadParishad High SchoolHigh School

*Please contact us if you have not 
been listed.



ListList of Participants*:of Participants*:
IndividualsIndividuals

AardhraAardhra P. T.P. T.
AswaniAswani M.T.M.T.
ArchanaArchana K.V.K.V.
AnnesaAnnesa C.H.C.H.
AleshaAlesha OmarOmar
AnupaAnupa VilsonVilson
FayisaFayisa
DinshaDinsha K.K.
NaseebaNaseeba K.T.K.T.
NayanaNayana P.P.
MeeraMeera P.V.P.V.
ShahanasShahanas K.V.K.V.
SnehaSneha RameshRamesh

ShijilaShijila MathewMathew
UmaUma P.R.P.R.
VarshaVarsha P.V.P.V.
IrfanaIrfana M.M.
NeerajaNeeraja GirishGirish
NandanaNandana P.K.P.K.
ReshmaReshma K.V.K.V.
ShijinaShijina C.V.C.V.
SreelakshmiSreelakshmi PavithranPavithran
AnushaAnusha P.T.P.T.
NimishaNimisha P.P.
VidyaVidya N.N.
SreelakshmP.VSreelakshmP.V..



ListList of Participants*:of Participants*:
IndividualsIndividuals

DarshanaDarshana A.A.
FathimaFathima ShadooliShadooli
ThameeshaThameesha ThahaThaha
SilmiyaSilmiya
AmrithaAmritha
VarshaVarsha
DilnaDilna
RoopasreeRoopasree
AmalAmal
VigneshVignesh
AiswaryaAiswarya
SnehaSneha K.K.
AashilAashil P.P.P.P.
SajaySajay
ArjunArjun

AdarshAdarsh
RajinaRajina
DevikaDevika
SravanSravan
NikithaNikitha
AkshayAkshay
RajashreeRajashree ChoudhuriChoudhuri
SaradaSarada MohantyMohanty
ShrikantShrikant SharmaSharma
Vishnu Vishnu SisirSisir DuggiralaDuggirala



paryavaranmitra@ceeindia.org

www.paryavaranmitra.in


